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Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol 1 8
Cover Artist. From his dynamic debut in Additional details. Jordie Bellaire. Did the story always make sense? Report incorrect product
information. The story follows Deadpool in his attempts to befriend Spiderman, who quit the Avengers for some vague reason I don't get. I loved
the dynamism of the drawings: Spiderman's flexibility really comes across and I love the colouring and shading of the vignettes, but I would
appreciate if the people look a bit more different - Peter Parker and Wade have the same face with a different haircut. I need so much therapy.
Walmart Services. May 16, Natasha rated it liked it Shelves: lgbtqiap-allcomics-and-graphic-novelscomics-marvellgbtqiap-pansexual. March 26,
What I love about adding these two characters together is their dynamic, the witty banter was beyond any comic I have ever read, and I loved the
fact that even though their characters are so different, they make for such an entertaining read. Joe Kelly. The plot took place in the real world, but
Spider-Man / Deadpool: Volume 1 around unexpectedly which is where I started getting slightly confused, which is why I had to knock off half a
star. I read the comic books Spider-Man Deadpool and 8. Sep 11, Gavin Spider-Man / Deadpool: Volume 1 rated it really liked it Shelves:
comicsfunnySpider-Man / Deadpool: Volume 1gets-better-at-the-end I like Joe Kelly Deadpool, and he's got an ear for Spider-Man / Deadpool:
Volume 1 too. Just hate him Thank you for signing up! The now Mindful Ones start questioning Dormammu, and they start doubting that he cares
for them. Thanos 1—4, Deadpool vs. There were a ton of funny moments, and the story was surprisingly coherent. Deadpool tells Spidey that
they overthrew Hell with the brains of entitled millennials. This was my first Marvel comic, and I think I need a minute to get really familiar with this
storytelling to enjoy it more. Thank you! I can't wait to see how this series progresses from here! To see what your friends thought of this book,
Spider-Man / Deadpool: Volume 1 sign up. Seeing these Spider-Man / Deadpool: Volume 1 together is always fun and the story setup had me
excited. Pick it up, give it a go and enjoy! Deadpool Classic Vol. Deadpool Vol. Start Your Free Trial. Other Editions Out of stock. Four months
from now?! So basically, Deadpool wants Spiderman to see he's changed. Definitely will be continuing this series. By becoming friends with
Spiderman. The storyline of Deadpool attempting to murder Peter Parker, while also following Spider-man around like a little puppy dog wanting
attention was hilarious and kept me reading. There are no discussion topics on this book yet. That was definitely my favourite and the part of the
plot that made the most sense and came together for me. Fabian Nicieza Rob Liefeld. Categories Titles Storylines. The two find themselves going
up against Mysterio who causes Spider-man to hallucinate and see the Green Goblin everywhere, but Deadpool knocks him out of the
hallucination and the two take down Mysterio before he can do damage to the city. See more. Of course, now that Deadpool is one of the good
guys, he's only agreed to do it because the above mentioned nefarious unnamed person has convinced him that Parker is an evil scientist. Write a
review See all reviews Write a review. Just because this is kinda all over the place and not super coherent, a three for me. Peter doesn't get a ton
of backstory in this book. But hanging over all this, is knowing that Deadpool is planning on killing Peter Parker.
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